
 

E1. Fundraising Policy 

 
 

To further the purpose of Save the Orangutan, the organisation will raise funds in Sweden to support the 

work in Indonesia by its partners to conserve the critically endangered orangutan and its habitat. 

 

Save the Orangutan will exploit the fundraising potential in Sweden to maximize the impact of the 

organisation, and establish a broad and sustainable income foundation, thereby making the organisation 

less sensitive to fluctuations within single fundraising areas.  

 

The areas of fundraising will cover: 

• Private fundraising  

o Monthly/annual donations  

o One-off donations  

• Corporate fundraising  

o Sponsorships  

o Partnerships, e.g. within cause related marketing 

• Private foundations and legacies  

o Project specific donations 

o Unrestricted donations  

• Institutional grants  

o Forum Sud 

 

The current fundraising activities are primarily concentrated on private monthly donations.  

 

Disputed donations 

Save the Orangutans general stance when it comes to wills is that the testator’s final will is expressed and 

therefore shall be followed. Should a dispute arise Save the Orangutan works with a lawyer to sort out the 

legal aspects. Each dispute will be treated on a case by case basis. Other contestations and disputes will be 

treated the same way. 

 

Reimbursement 

Save the Orangutan shall reimburse a donation if the donor has changed his mind, provided that the claim 

happens within a reasonable time. If Save the Orangutan receives a donation that is clearly meant for 

somebody else the donation shall be reimbursed or transferred as soon as possible to the intended 

recipient. 

 

Refusal of donation 

Save the Orangutan has the possibility to refuse a donation when there is a convincing suspicion that the 

donor’s values or activities are in contradiction with the organizations values and if there is suspicion that 

the origin of the donation is associated with moral or ethical improprieties. 



 

Save the Orangutan can also refuse a donation if it is associated with specific conditions that Save the 

Orangutan feels it cannot fulfill or if the costs to accept the gift are not proportionate to the gift itself. 

Other reasons to refuse a gift can be that the gift can cause unwanted consequences or if it consists of 

goods, services, real estate that Save the Orangutan cannot use or dispose of. 

The secretary general decides whether Save the Orangutan shall refuse a donation. 

 

Real estate, bonds, financial assets or similar 

In case Save the Orangutan receives donations in the form of real estate, bonds, financial assets or similar, 

these will be sold immediately and thus converted into monetary funds. In case a donor regrets a donation 

or transfer, the donation will be refunded without any fees or related costs within reasonable time. 

 

Save the Orangutan will in all its fundraising activities comply with relevant laws and regulations, and 

ensure that its annual report is prepared in accordance with the requirements of Svensk Insamlingskontroll, 

Giva Sverige’s guidelines, other applicable accounting practices, and is examined by an authorized 

accountant. 

 

 

 


